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Agenda 

 

Force majeure discussion (COVID-19 and the quarantine period) 

E-platform discussion 

Multiplier events 

Next steps and deadlines 

NA information - prolongation 

 

Minutes 

Force majeure discussion (COVID-19 and the quarantine period):  

Every partner explained the situation in their countries regarding COVID-19 and the quarantine period in the countries. The partners discussed the 

overall situation and shared the common view about it. The present information shows at least 2 weeks of quarantine in Lithuania and Germany. 

E-platform discussion:  
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Julia Busche informed that the platform looks prepared and functions well. Additional functioning was introduced to e-platform which is comparison 

of the results in two types of graphs. This comparison can be received in pdf format.  

Latest version of the matrix shall be sent to partners for spelling errors and translations to every partner language (German, Lithuanian, Italian). This 

can be done despite the quarantine virus in the countries.  

Data protection as informed by Julia is in the status "safe" as there are no outside social links in the platform and website such as facebook or 

instagram or any other.  

The learning resources for the platform have to be prepared by every partner and provided. These resources have to reflect inside and outside links to 

courses. English version can have no links but as informed by Vidmantas Tutlys on the Lithuanian side there are only several links and the majority of 

them is in English. Therefore, English version can mirror Lithuanian version as of the links.  

Iris Klein initiated the discussion on the terminology for the student and the apprentice. The decision was to take that into consideration when making 

the translations but no changes to be made to English version unless some other arguments and circumstances appear. 

Multiplier events: 

Andreas Saniter informed that on the 10th of March, 2020 the multiplier event was arranged. The feedback from the participants is very satisfying 

Next steps and deadlines: 

Partners agreed on the points given in the table below with the deadlines, part Decisions/Notes. 

NA information - prolongation: 

The NA has not provided official information directly but gave the explanation on the website which is as following: 

In respect to the decision of Lithuanian government for the announcement of quarantine (March 16 00 am -March 30 12 pm), SMPF or Education 

exchanges support foundation or NA highly recommends not to organise any „Erasmus+“ project mobilities/activities throughout this period. We 

emphasize that all the mobilities that are postpones or terminated are meant to be force majeure. This means they can be reibursed as additional 
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expenses after all the documents of the partners are delivered including the declaration of each partner with arguments for the costs. In any case the 

reimbursement amount cannot exceed the grant amount. If necessary, the grant agreements can be extended up t max 12 months but the total project 

duration cannot exceed 36 months.  

https://erasmus-plius.lt/naujienos/svietimas/del-erasmus-svietimo-srities-projektu-igyvendinimo-karantino-metu/ 

Respectively, partners agreed not to take any decisions about prolongation yet and wait for some further information about the COVID-19. 

 

Decisions / notes 

Decisions/ notes Deadline Responsible 

Julia sends the matrix for spelling errors and translations to every partner 20.03.2020 Julia Busche 

Partners check the spelling errors and make translations to German, Italian and Lithuanian 20.04.2020 All partners 

Partners postpone multiplier events until the end of quarantine agreed All partners 

Learning resources sent to Julia Busche by every partner 20.04.2020 All partners 

Decision on the project duration prolongation postponed All partners 

Next meeting – postponed but discussion is about only one combined meeting - the final 

meeting 

September 2020 All partners 

 

List of participants: 

1. VDU - Vytautas Magnus University (Vidmantas Tūtlys). Lithuania. 

2. UNIVR - Verona University (Riccardo Sartori, Marco Perini). (Department of Human Sciences). Italy. 

https://erasmus-plius.lt/naujienos/svietimas/del-erasmus-svietimo-srities-projektu-igyvendinimo-karantino-metu/
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3. CNOS FAP - Federazione centro Nazionale Operesalesiane Formazione Aggiornamento Professionale (Angelica Projetti). Italy. 

4. EPMC – VšĮ Elektrėnų profesinio mokymo centras ( Lina Triponienė). Lithuania 

5. Blinc - Blended learning institutions cooperative (Julia Busche). Germany 

6. UniBremen - Bremen university (Andreas Saniter, Iris Klein). Germany 

 


